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BUSINESS & ECONOMY
Urjit Patel Appointed Vice President of Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
Mr. Patel will serve a three-year tenure as one of the multilateral development
bank's five vice presidents, succeeding former Gujarat Chief Secretary D.J.
Pandian, who led the AIIB's investment operations as well as all sovereign and nonsovereign loans in South and Southeast Asia as Vice President.
Highlights:
Since its establishment in Beijing in 2015, the AIIB has granted more loans for
India than any other member. China is the company's largest stakeholder, followed
by India. Its 104 members do not include the United States or Japan.
The AIIB has invested $6.7 billion in 28 projects in India.
Apart from infrastructure, it has recently emphasised green projects and assisting
public health activities during the COVID-19 pandemic. Under the ADB's Asia
Pacific Vaccine Access Facility (APVAX) project, India asked for loans from the
AIIB and the ADB in October to purchase 667 million doses of COVID-19
vaccines, with the ADB likely to lend $1.5 billion and the AIIB roughly $500
million.
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INTERNATIONAL
Oscar-Winning Composer, Marilyn Bergman, Dies at 93
Marilyn Bergman, who wrote Oscar-winning songs with her husband Alan
Bergman, died on Jan 8 2022 at the age of 93 in her Los Angeles home.
Highlights:
She died of respiratory failure which was not related to COVID-19.
When she passed away, her 96-year-old husband and daughter Julie Bergman were
by her side.
The Bergmans, who married in 1958 and specialised in introspective ballads for
film, television, and the stage that combined the romance of Tin Pan Alley with the
polish of contemporary pop, were one of the most enduring, successful, and
productive songwriting partnerships, specialising in introspective ballads for film,
television, and the stage.
They collaborated with some of the world's best melodists, including Marvin
Hamlisch, Cy Coleman, and Michel Legrand, and were covered by the likes of
Frank Sinatra, Barbra Streisand, Aretha Franklin, and Michael Jackson.

Spains Rafael Nadal Wins Melbourne Summer Set 1 ATP 250 Tennis
Rafael Nadal wins the Melbourne Summer Set 1 ATP 250 event, defeating
American qualifier Maxime Cressy 7-6(6) 6-3 to gain momentum ahead of the
Australian Open.
Highlights:
The Spaniard was mostly untroubled in his first competitive tournament since
August, winning in an hour and 48 minutes.
Nadal put Cressy under a lot of strain right away, as he had to defend three break
points in his opening service game, but for the rest of the first set, which required a
tiebreak, there was nothing to differentiate the two.
Late in the tiebreak, Nadal picked up his game, saving a set point at 5-6 and then
earning his first set point with a forehand winner, which he converted to win the
first set 7-6. (6).
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In the second set, Cressy broke early to grab a 2-1 lead, but Nadal quickly
countered with a break of his own to put the set back on serve.
The Spaniard broke for a 5-3 lead and held serve to win the match.
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INDIAN AFFAIRS
Indias First Indigenous Aircraft Carrier Vikrant Started Another Phase Of
Sea Trials
On 9 Dec 2022, the Indigenous Aircraft Carrier (IAC) 1, which will be known as
INS Vikrant when it joins the Indian Navy, began another round of sea trials in
advance for its August induction.
Highlights:
The 40,000-tonne aircraft carrier, India's most advanced warship, had a five-day
maiden sea cruise in August and went through 10-day sea testing in October.
Navy spokeswoman Commander Vivek Madhwal also mentioned that the IAC is
now sailing to do intricate maneuvers to obtain specific readings of how the ship
operates in various scenarios.
IAC Vikrant is moving out for the next phase of sea trials, after two high-profile
visits from India's President and Vice President in less than two weeks.

Canada Wins ATP Cup Tennis with 2-0 win Over Spain in Sydney
In the match that was held on Jan 9 2022, in Sydney Canada wins ATP Cup tennis
with 2-0 win over Spain. Denis Shapovalov opened the match for Canada with a
6-4, 6-3 win over Pablo Carreno Busta.
Highlights:
On Sunday, Felix Auger-Aliassime won the ATP Cup for Canada with a 7-6 (3),
6-3 singles victory over Roberto Bautista Agut, giving his team a 2-0 lead over
Spain.
Denis Shapovalov beat Pablo Carreno Busta 6-4, 6-3 to start the tournament for
Canada.
On Saturday, Auger-Aliassime and Shapovalov defeated Russia in a decisive
doubles match in the semifinals, knocking out the defending champions. And, with
the title on the line, they gave it their all to beat two-time champions Spain.

First-Ever Startup India Innovation Week From 10 to 16 Jan
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According to an official statement, the Centre will host the first-ever Startup India
Innovation Week starting Monday to bring together the country's top startups,
entrepreneurs, investors, incubators, funding entities, banks, policymakers, and
others under one platform to celebrate entrepreneurship and promote innovation, as
well as to showcase the entrepreneurship across India.
Highlights:
According to a statement from the Commerce and Industry Ministry, the
Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT) is hosting a
virtual week-long innovation celebration from January 10 to 16, which also aims to
commemorate India's 75th year of independence and is designed to showcase the
spread and depth of entrepreneurship across the country.
In the startup sector, 2021 has been dubbed the "Year of Unicorns," with more than
40 unicorns expected to be added during the year.
India is establishing itself as a global innovation engine, with the third-largest
startup ecosystem in the world. The DPIIT has recognised over 61,000 startups.
Since 2016, these firms have created nearly 6 lakh employment across 55 industries
and 633 districts, with at least one startup from each state and UT. 45 percent of
startups are from Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities, and 45 percent of them are led by women.
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DEFENCE
Centre Surveys 17.78 lakh Acres Of Defence Land Using Modern Technologies
The government has surveyed 17.78 lakh acres of defense land for the first time
since Independence, utilizing cutting-edge technologies such as three-dimensional
modelling, drones, and satellite imagery. The massive effort of surveying roughly
1.61 lakh acres of defense land inside cantonments and 16.17 lakh acres outside
cantonments, according to the defense ministry, began in October 2018 and is now
complete.
Highlights:
It is a significant feat because, for the first time since Independence, the whole
defense land has been surveyed utilising cutting-edge survey technology, the report
stated.
The size of the landholding, the positioning of land in about 4,900 pockets,
inaccessible terrain in many areas, and the engagement of many stakeholders,
according to the ministry, make it one of India's "biggest" land surveys.
Modern survey technology such as the Electronic Total Station, Differential Global
Positioning System, and drone and satellite imagery was used to assure "reliable,
robust, and time-bound" results.
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SPORTS
Spains Rafael Nadal Wins Melbourne Summer Set 1 ATP 250 Tennis
Rafael Nadal wins the Melbourne Summer Set 1 ATP 250 event, defeating
American qualifier Maxime Cressy 7-6(6) 6-3 to gain momentum ahead of the
Australian Open.
Highlights:
The Spaniard was mostly untroubled in his first competitive tournament since
August, winning in an hour and 48 minutes.
Nadal put Cressy under a lot of strain right away, as he had to defend three break
points in his opening service game, but for the rest of the first set, which required a
tiebreak, there was nothing to differentiate the two.
Late in the tiebreak, Nadal picked up his game, saving a set point at 5-6 and then
earning his first set point with a forehand winner, which he converted to win the
first set 7-6. (6).
In the second set, Cressy broke early to grab a 2-1 lead, but Nadal quickly
countered with a break of his own to put the set back on serve.
The Spaniard broke for a 5-3 lead and held serve to win the match.
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IMPORTANT DAYS
As An Honour To Guru Gobind Singh's sons, Veer Baal Diwas Will Be
Observed On 26 December
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 9 Dec 2022 stated that starting this year,
December 26 will be observed as Veer Baal Diwas in honor of the Mughal's
execution of the 10th Sikh guru Gobind Singh's four sons. Modi's announcement
came on the anniversary of the birth of the Sikh guru.
Highlights:
He remarked that this is a worthy homage to the sahibzades fortitude and search for
justice.
On the same day that Sahibzada Zorawar Singh Ji and Sahibzada Fateh Singh Ji
were sealed alive in a wall, Veer Baal Diwas would be celebrated. These two greats
would rather die than deviate from Dharma's noble precepts.
Millions of people are inspired by Mata Gujri's bravery and principles, as well as
those of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji and the 4 Sahibzades. They were unafraid to
stand up against injustice.

Pravasi Bharatiya Diwas Celebrated on 9 January
The Pravasi Bhartiya Divas (PBD) also known as Non-Resident Indian Day
commemorates the contribution of Indians living in other countries to the
development of their homeland.
Highlights:
Pravasi Bharatiya Diwas is a day dedicated to the Indian community living in other
countries that occurs every two years.
The people of India commemorate this day on January 9.
The day is named after Mahatma Gandhi, the greatest Pravasi and our nation's
Father of the Nation.
In 1915, he returned from South Africa and became the leader of the Indian
independence movement. As a result, the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) has
commemorated this day every year from January 07-09 since 2003.
This practice will bring Indians living abroad together to contribute their
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knowledge, expertise, and talents on a common platform.
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QUIZ CORNER
1) What is the weight of INS Vikramaditya?
A.40,000-tonne
B.50,000-tonne aircraft
C.32,000-tonne aircraft
D.60,000-tonne aircraft

Answer A
Explanation The 40,000-tonne aircraft carrier, India's most advanced warship, had a five-day
maiden sea cruise in August and went through 10-day sea testing in October

2) When is Veer Baal Diwas is observed?
A.December 25
B.December 26
C.September 26
D.July 23

Answer B
Explanation Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 9 Dec 2022 stated that starting this year,
December 26 will be observed as Veer Baal Diwas in honor of the Mughal's execution of the 10th
Sikh guru Gobind Singh's four sons. Modi's announcement came on the anniversary of the birth
of the Sikh guru.

3) When is Pravasi Bharatiya Diwas is Celebrated?
A.8 January
B.10 January
C.9 January
D.9 December

Answer C
Explanation Pravasi Bharatiya Diwas is a day dedicated to the Indian community living in other
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countries that occurs every two years. The people of India commemorate this day on January 9.

4) Pravasi Bharatiya Diwas is named after whom?
A. Mahatma Gandhi
B.Jawaharlal Nehru
C.Nana Sahib
D.none

Answer A
Explanation Pravasi Bharatiya Diwas is a day dedicated to the Indian community living in other
countries that occurs every two years.The people of India commemorate this day on January 9.
The day is named after Mahatma Gandhi, the greatest Pravasi and our nation's Father of the
Nation.

5) How many acres of Defence Land Surveyed Using Modern Technologies?
A.10.78 lakh Acres
B.17.78 lakh Acres
C.12.78 lakh Acres
D.none

Answer B
Explanation The government has surveyed 17.78 lakh acres of defense land for the first time
since Independence, utilizing cutting-edge technologies such as three-dimensional modelling,
drones, and satellite imagery. The massive effort of surveying roughly 1.61 lakh acres of defense
land inside cantonments and 16.17 lakh acres outside cantonments, according to the defense
ministry, began in October 2018 and is now complete.

6) When did Marilyn Bergman Oscar-winning composer died on?
A.8 Jan 2022
B.8 Jan 2021
C.8 Dec 2021
D.8 Nov 2021

Answer A
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Explanation Marilyn Bergman, who wrote Oscar-winning songs with her husband Alan
Bergman, died on Jan 8 2022 at the age of 93 in her Los Angeles home.

7) At what age Oscar-Winning Composer, Marilyn Bergman passed away?
A.94
B.96
C.95
D.93

Answer D
Explanation Marilyn Bergman, who wrote Oscar-winning songs with her husband Alan
Bergman, died on Jan 8 2022 at the age of 93 in her Los Angeles home.

8) The ATP Cup tennis 2022 was won by?
A.Canada
B.Spain
C.Italy
D.Germany

Answer A
Explanation In the match that was held on Jan 9 2022, in Sydney Canada wins ATP Cup tennis
with 2-0 win over Spain. Denis Shapovalov opened the match for Canada with a 6-4, 6-3 win
over Pablo Carreno Busta.
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